Drive Pro LD
™

An easy-to-use lightweight
contractor-grade plow

When you add a Meyer® Drive Pro LD to your SUV or light truck, you get the perfect
solution for plowing small lots, long driveways or any narrow area where a large
truck can’t fit. This lightweight contractor-grade steel plow features a 5cm receiver
mount and 2,03m moldboard. The Drive Pro LD is available with full hydraulics for
up/down/left/right plow movement.
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Meyer Drive Pro LD
®

™

Made to be easy-to-use

Attach the plow to your SUV or light pickup quickly
Meyer Drive Pro LD features Quick-Link™, an easy-to-use
mounting system that slides into a Class 3, 5cm front receiver
hitch, which is sold separately. This allows you to attach/detach
the plow in minutes without tools. And when the plow
is removed, your vehicle has a clean appearance.

Model # 26800 features full hydraulic right/left motion as well as
full hydraulic up/down motion at the touch of a wired controller.
Complete plow assembly 126.55kg

Note: A front receiver hitch must be installed on your vehicle prior to
using the Drive Pro LD.
Two trips springs absorb shock upon impact
with snow or hidden obstructions

The Drive Pro LD features a 55.88cm high x 2,03m long steel moldboard
and a full 1-year warranty.

Integrated wheels for
easy on/off and storage
Dura Slick™ paint allows
for better snow rolling action

Pre-built in a crate so no
assembly is necessary

Durable cutting edge for added
strength and better clearing
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Meyer Products LLC reserves the right, under its continuing product improvement program, to change construction or design details, specifications and prices
without notice or without incurring any obligation.
Meyer Snow Plows are protected by one or more of the following patents: 8006413, D0507999 S, D05179635, 8453358, 8695238, 7,918,042 B2, CA 2,677,509
C, D0517963 S, EP 1,989,402 B1, ES 2,346,587, 6138388, 7,591,087 B2, 7,661,211 B2, 7,793,440 B1, 8739437, 8793906, CA 2,604,085C, 6354024, 6276075,
6,318,975 B1, 6564479, 6256909, 6594923, 6618964, 7114270, 7117617, 7290359, D399326 S, CA 2,300,012 C, CA 2,314,772 C, CA 2,331,653 C, CA
2,370,925 C, CA 2,455,637 C, CA 2,653,801 C, CA 2,654,856, EP 1,010,809, 7353628, 6153975, 6273729, CA 2,260,509 C, CA 2,282,045 C, CA 2,293,858 C,
CA 2,298,243 C, 6265829, 6015219, 6005300, 6163985, 8,887,413, 9,278,645, 9,346,394, 9,205,788.

